
My trip to Italy 

When we arrived at the 

train station of Modena, 

the families of our hosts 

were there waiting for us. 

We were very tired and 

exhausted so we went 

home to sleep. During our 

trip to Italy we did a lot of 

things.  One of the things I 

liked the most was the 

daily trip to Assisi, an old 

town of Italy.  We also 

went to Bologna and 

Perugia.  There we visited 

a lot of museums and we 

went sightseeing . In the 

overall we learned a lot of 

things about terrorist 

actions in Italy.  

In Italy I have done some 

new friends and I felt 

really happy about it and I 

am still feeling it.  I was so 

excited with this trip.  

After staying in Italy for 5 

days, we had to leave.  I 

felt very sad about it. This 

Erasmus trip was an 

unforgettable experience 

Angelos 

 

 

 

Italy Bill 

In Italy I had a great time and it was very beautiful. My trip was really good and I learned a 

lot of things about Italy. I learned about Italian culture, Italian foods and Italian people. I 



noticed that Italian culture and people are very similar with us and we are affected from 

them in our dishes and they are affect from us because our countries are very close. I 

noticed, also, a lot of other things about their architect etc. I think that everyone has to go in 

Italy and meet the culture, the people and of course their traditional dishes. It was a great 

experience for me and I’m sure everyone would like to travel there and they will love it! 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Italy Asterios 

When I went to Italy I had a really good time. I really liked all the landmarks of Modena and 

Bologna, I made new friends and the family that hosted me was pretty nice and kind to me. 

Also I liked the activities we took part in, like the activities that took place in the laboratories 

of the school and the tour that we had at the museum of Ustica.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Italy Chrysanthos 

At 4th of October we arrived in Italy. We left from the airport and we took the train to Milano 

Centrale. Then we left Milano Centrale and we arrived at Modena. The students were there 

and took us to their home. 

The 2nd day we met at their school and we left Modena to go to Perugia for the march for 

peace.  We arrived at Perugia and we ate dinner. 

The next day we presented the Erasmus+ program at the meeting of schools for peace. Then 

we visited Assisi with a guide and then we ate dinner. 

The 4th day we didn’t do the march from Perugia to Assisi because in the morning it was  

raining a lot. We marched from Santa Maria degli Angeli to Assisi. It was a wonderful 

experience   

 The next day we went to school at 14:15 and we had some workshops 

We went to Bologna and we learnt about the terrorist attack at the train station.  

After lunch we visited Ustica and we learned about the accident which happened at 27th July 

1980. 

We returned to Modena and we had a party with pizzas. 

At 10th October we left Modena and we arrived at Kalamata at 24:00 and our parents were 

there to take us home. 

After a few days something happened and made me feel very unhappy about this trip 
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Italy Vassilis 

About a month ago I was in Italy and I had a great time there. We went to some magnificent 

places like Assisi, Bologna, Modena and Perugia.  The best thing I did was staying in a very 

friendly place, the house of the C…… family. But the travel had also some bad things like the 

tiring program and the bad weather. Nevertheless this trip was an unforgettable experience. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Italy Panagiotis 

A month ago I went to Italy with my school. This was an Erasmus+ program about peace.  

We went to Assisi, Bologna, Perugia, Milan and Modena. Italy is a very beautiful country. It 

has great food  and the people who live there are kind and sociable. Italy has a great culture. 

In Italy we learned a lot about terrorism. I think everyone should go to Italy because it’s a 

very special country. 

 

 


